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Mail delivery, publication delays, shelf storage, and text marking will be replaced by immediate access editions, unlimited electronic storage, and the ability to copy/paste interesting points.
Any RBO publication or bibliographic citations will be accessible at the touch of a computer key. Search engines will allow quick retrieval of any information. The publication will be much richer, allowing the use of high-definition figures and even videos to demonstrate surgical techniques or diagnostic maneuvers.
All RBO editions will be available for electronic consultation.
Fortunately, I was able to write the first editorial of this new era; I am honored to have had this opportunity.
The next editor-in-chief, elected by his peers from the Editorial Board, will be Sergio Checchia, who is the most published author of RBO and has vast experience as a shoulder surgeon.
A profound connoisseur of national publishing, which he has always helped, the adaptation to the electronic age will be his greatest challenge; I hope that, when his cycle is completed, he can present us another important innovation for RBO... perhaps even the spoken word.
I wish you the best of luck, my dear friend. 
Gilberto Luis Camanho

